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ABSTRACT 

The paper discuses dynamic condensation method application for solving optimization 
and control problems in shot peening processes. Second order matrix differential equation 
is used for treating object modelling. It is assumed that only some degrees of freedom 
(MASTER) are significant. All other degrees of freedom (SLAVE) are eliminated by the 
dynamic condensation method. As a result the transfer function is obtained. It gives the 
possibility of analizing a shot peening processes and of input impact optimization. 

dynamic condensation, transfer function, resonance and antiresonance phenomena. 

Dynamical condensation 

The object under investigation is assume to be described with finite element model: 

M Y + C V + K Y = F X  (1 

where M, C, K are mass, damping and stiffness matrices, Y is displacement vector, X is 
input impact vector, F is input irnpad matiix. 
After Lapiace transformation equation (1) becomes: 

[MS' + Cs + K]Y (s) = FX (s) (2) 

This model can be reduced without any accuracy losses by the dynamic condensation 
method [Ishtev, 19851. To this end the displacement variables Y are divided into two 

groups - MASTER Y, and SLAVE K. In shot peening processes the stresses and the 
deformations in finite elements with dislocations are important to be analyzed. The nodal 
displacements of these elements have to be included in the Y, group. All the rest variables - 

should be excluded from the mode 2. As a result the condensed description is obtained: 

or compactly written:, 

Equation (4) can be solved in respect of ym: 

where W(s) is matrix transfer function: 



The displacements in the time domain ym(t) can be obtained by inverse Laplace 
transforming the eq. (5): 

Ym (t ) = L-' { w (s )  x (s ) )  (7) 

Stresses and deformations 

For dislocation behaviour assesrnent in particular finite element (EL) the deformations eEL 
and stresses oEL have to be obtained. 

The deformation &"(I) can be received from nodal displacements yn( t )  which are 

subclass of ( t ) :  

where dN is derivative of the shape function matrix. 

The stresses oEf (t) can be received from deformations eEL(t):  

where D is the elastic constant matrix. 
The deformation rate of movement can be received through eq. (8) derivating: 

Resonance and antiresonance phenomena in shot peening processes 

To assure the irregularyties redislocation the sufficient effect of the input impact is 
necessary. This can be achieved both by increasing the input signal power and by 
rendering an account of the treating object dynamics. 
One possibility for the latter alternative is to use the resonance phenomena in the treating 
object. The resonance frequencies can be obtained from the transfer function (6) finding 
the roots of it's denominator polynomial from equation: 

det A(s) = 0 (1 1) 

Another possibility for shot peening effects increasing is to use the antiresonance 
phenomena [Ishtev, 19931. Assuaring an antiresonance in some of the dislocation 
possessed finite element leads to significant relative displacements and respectively to 
significant stresses and deformation velocity. This could be effective way for decreasing 
the dislocation concentration. 



Illustrative example 

The simple finite element model of the treating object is shown in Fig. 2. For example this 
might be a section of a revolving shaft - Fig. 1. Y, is SLAVE degree of freedom in the shaft 
surface and Y, is MASTER degree of freedom in the shaft body with dislocation presence. 
The object finite element model is: 

After substitution: 

in eq. (12) and Laplace transformation we obtained: 

Matrix transfer function elements are: 

I A /  
[a2 + (1 + 7)]2 7 

vv, = - 

[7iisz + (I i qI2 - 1' 

The resonance frequencies, received from transfer function denominator are: 

The transfer function W, for node 6 has zero order numerator polynomial. Hence the 
antiresonance is not possible. However, there must be antiresonance in node 5. The 
antiresonance frequency can be received equated to zero the transfer function W, 
numerator: 

For harmonic input signal: 

x( t )  = a sin a, t 



displacement Y,(t) will be zero. The relative displacement depends on Y,(t) only. It can be 
received from Laplaces image: 

through inverse Laplace transformation. This function is: 

First two components of equation (21) are caused from nonzero initial conditions and in 
real cases ( C + 0 in eq. 1 .) decrease to zero. Only the third component: 

is significant because it represents undamped nodal vibrations. 
Element 7 deformations for example in this case are: 

The deformation velocity for the same element are: 

I 1 

They can be used for average dislocation displacements velocities determining and 
respectively the dislocation concentration function. This characteristic made possible to 
estimate the shot peening effect. 

Conclusions 

The dynamic condensation method is used for obtaining a transferfunction model of a shot 
peening processes. This model is suitable for calculating the process essential mechanical 






